
 

 
 
Klondyke Valley Track, Victoria Forest Park 
 
A typical West Coast experience on well-defined tracks ends in a challenge to tramping parties that 
want to push their comfort zone on a short off-track section. It is a great location for first steps off the 
beaten track.  
The formed track through Victoria Forest Park is a short, moderate climb, ending in two alpine 
basins. After parking at the Klondyke pull-out near Rahu Saddle, join the well-defined track through 
the West Coast wonderland. The bush is surprisingly open in areas. After two and a half hours, the 
track reaches the lower tarns and marshes. Despite its inviting appearance, the lower basin can be 
short on flat, dry spots for a tent, however the upper basin offers plenty of camping opportunities. 
There are no tracks or markers between the two basins, so minor route-finding skills are required to 
reach the upper tarns. Avoid the soggiest bits by sticking to the eastern and northern shore of the 
largest tarn. The obvious grassy shoulder north of the lower tarns and on the true left of the stream 
is a good route.  
After crossing 100m of sparse bush, a steep climb through dense tussocks leads to the upper basin, 
taking about an hour. At this point, magnificent views across the surrounding ranges open up.  
You can continue to the ridge between Pt1531 and Pt1541 – a difficult climb but offering a good 
view from the high point.  
Those with more experience and wanting more adventure can turn this tramp into a loop by 
descending the Klondyke Spur Track from below Pt1401.  
 
Wild File  
Access Park at the Klondyke pull-out near Rahu Saddle, off SH7 
Grade Easy-moderate 
Time 4.5hr to upper tarns 
Distance 4.56km to upper tarns 
Total ascent 620m 
Map BT22  
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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